Tenure Track Position „Dynamic Macroeconomics“

40 hours a week, from October 1st, 2015 to September 30th, 2021, with possible qualification agreement

There currently is an open tenure track position in „Dynamic Macroeconomics“ at the Vienna University of Technology, Institute of Statistics and Mathematical Methods in Economics (expected starting date: 1st of October, 2015).

Admission requirement: finished relevant doctoral studies

Additional knowledge: The applicant should be scientifically established in the field of dynamic models in mathematical economics through scientific publications, especially in dynamic macroeconomics and furthermore possess relevant work experience.

Salary scheme of the University Collective Agreement: B1
With qualification agreement (possibility for indefinite appointment): A2

Application Deadline: September 16th, 2015

Please submit your application documents within the stated deadline to:

elisabeth.karner@tuwien.ac.at
Vienna University of Technology
Personnel Department for scientific staff
Karlsplatz 13
1040 Vienna
Austria

The Vienna University of Technology strives to increase the proportion of women in particular in management and faculty positions and therefore encourages qualified women to apply. When equally qualified, female applicants will be given priority.

https://tiss.tuwien.ac.at/mbl/blatt_struktur/anzeigen/10208?locale=en#p184.1